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HEAD OF SCHOOL
MESSAGE
A LETTER FROM THE HEAD OF
SCHOOL, MS. KITTY HO

Dear Parents,
Welcome back to school after a relaxing Winter
Break. I hope you had a lovely time with your
family during this festive season. We are
disappointed that we cannot return to face-toface classes for the time being, yet we will
continue to see our children via remote
learning.
We would like to thank our families for
supporting our children with their online
learning. We do understand how much they
miss their friends for collaborative work and
socialising, nevertheless, we will continue to
provide the best we can to optimize their
learning with the use of technology. I would
also like to express my gratitude towards our
teachers for being adaptable in embracing all
the changes and challenges throughout the
past year.
We look forward to another exciting year of
learning at PIPS.

IMPORTANT DATES:
4th January 2021
Professional Development Day
(No School)
8th - 16th February 2021
Lunar New Year Holidays

17th February 2021
Term 2 Begins
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Supporting your child as a PYP Parent
Ms. Indira Gurung
During these difficult times, we, as educators, need time to reflect on our practices and
embrace new approaches. Our learning community, including teachers, students, and
parents, has adapted to a unique learning and teaching method. As teachers, we had to
become more technology savvy very quickly to deliver learning content to our students,
providing home learning through Zoom sessions and learning videos. We had to reconfigure
and design new learning content suitable for home settings, not just through technology but
having something concrete to hold, feel, and explore. So far, we have done this by providing
loose part / activity packs and storybooks.
As children spend more at home, this gives families ample time to understand and support
each other. As a PYP parent, parents can take learning deeper by using five simple strategies
whether its learning content provided by the school or during playtime. We hope these five
simple strategies will help you and your child make meaningful connections to your child’s
learning experiences regardless of whether it is planned or unplanned.

Source:
https://resources.ibo.org/pyp/resource/111
62-413752?lang=en
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Safety Measures at PIPS:
We have continued to enlist the help of Synerco Disinfection Service to conduct a deep
cleanse of the school campus using the Germagic antimicrobial coating during the
Christmas break. This deep clean service will last for another 3 months and we plan to
maintain this service for the remainder of the school year.

School Uniform
Winter uniform is now available for purchase at the school office. If you would like to make
additional order as the HK weather can become quite unpredictable these days, please
contact Ms. Nora to arrange a time for uniform fitting. (No uniform is required for the
Emergency Care Service)
Partnership with Shrewsbury International School for LKP families
We are pleased to share with you our partnership with the Shrewsbury International School
for which they will be offering a selective number of our LKP children an Entrance
Scholarship Programme for their entry into Year 1 or 2 of their primary programme in the
upcoming academic year of 2021-2022. To learn more about the Entrance Scholarship
programme, please contact our Head of School, Ms. Kitty Ho (email: pipsinfo@pips.edu.hk)

